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Years ago, during my internal medicine residency, the model
faculty attending physicians conducted excellent teaching
rounds but left the day to day decisions to the house staff; an
attitude that fostered learning through practical experience
and decision making. Knowledgeable and experienced senior
residents and chief residents were available to teach the details
of individual patient care. This model served the country well
by providing generations of well trained physicians and freeing
up faculty somewhat for research and other academic pursuits.
The pendulum has now swung to the other side, where faculty
must be intimately involved in patient care and in all patient
encounters and procedures performed by residents. Although
the interpretation of changing Medicare regulations is still
debatable, the government stance has hardened.
Academic institutions are now being audited to uncover
“Medicare fraud,” which Attorney General Janet Reno said
was her number 2 priority behind violent crime. After an
audit at the University of Pennsylvania, the Clinical Prac-
tices agreed to pay the government $30 million ($20 million
of which was a penalty) for “alleged errors” in billing.
Thomas Jefferson University paid $6 million in “overpay-
ments” plus a $6 million penalty. It is probable that all 125
academic medical institutions will be audited with payments
and penalties totaling well over $1 billion.
The Inspector General of Health and Human Services is
looking at two key areas: physician presence during services to
patients, and upcoding. Institutions have two choices for
audits: path one in which the government performs the audit,
and path two in which the teaching hospital selects a
government-approved auditor and pays for it. Under the latter
path, the institution must waive all privileges, such as attorney–
client communications. Auditors will look at billing practices in
100 selected patients in 1994 or 1995, which include up to 2,000
physician encounters. Any billing errors are then extrapolated
over a 5-year period.
Much of what is at issue are the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) guidelines for physician presence
(Intermediary Letter [IL] 372, issued in 1969). The vague
wording led to a variety of interpretations as to how to
document physician presence. I believe that this led to errors,
not fraud; but the Inspector General has decided otherwise.
The new HCFA rule, which became effective July 1, 1996 and
replaced IL-372, states in general that if a resident participates
in a service furnished in a teaching setting, billing Medicare is
appropriate only if a teaching physician is present to perform
or observe the resident perform the key portion of any service
or procedure for which payment is sought. The teaching
physician must personally document in the medical records his
or her presence and participation in the service when it was
delivered. The key elements of history, physical examination
and medical decision making must be included.
If we step back and take a broader view of what is happening,
we see another aspect of an alarming trend. Together with
decreased research funding, decreased funding from managed
care and decreased state funding for many public institutions,
academic medicine is being squeezed from all sides. In fact, the
world’s best academic medical system is being slowly but
systematically dismantled. This system has not only educated
the best and the brightest in the United States, but has
educated countless individuals from around the globe. In fact,
training in the United States has always been prized by
physicians who are scattered throughout the entire world.
Rather than focusing on efforts to preserve this jewel—our
Academic health care system, the government appears deter-
mined to punish it. As we survey the world around us, it seems
inconceivable that we can be public enemy number 2, behind
violent crime. Teaching and the care of patients, which have
always embodied our noblest deeds, have somehow become a
dirty business in the federal spotlight. It is a sad chapter in the
government’s perception of academic medicine.
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